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The Novartis Foundation

The Novartis Foundation was an international scientifi c and educational 
charity (known until September 1997 as the Ciba Foundation), having been 
established in 1947 by the CIBA company of Basle, which merged with 
Sandoz in 1996 to form Novartis.

The Foundation promoted the study and general knowledge of science and 
encouraged international co-operation in scientifi c research. To this end, it 
organized internationally acclaimed meetings (typically eight symposia and 
allied open meetings and 15–20 discussion meetings each year) as well as 
publishing eight books per year featuring the presented papers and 
discussions from the symposia.

The Novartis Foundation’s headquarters at 41 Portland Place, London W1B 
1BN provided library facilities open to graduates in science and allied 
disciplines, and accommodation and meeting facilities to visiting scientists 
and their societies.

Towards the end of 2006, the Novartis Company undertook a review of the 
Foundation as a consequence of which the Foundation’s Trustees were 
informed that Company support for the Foundation would cease with effect 
from the end of February 2008. The Foundation’s Trustees decided that 
when the Foundation was dissolved, it would be taken over by the Academy 
of Medical Sciences. Accordingly, the Novartis Foundation and all its 
publications are now incorporated within The Academy of Medical 
Sciences.

The Academy of Medical Sciences

The Academy of Medical Sciences promotes advances in medical science and 
campaigns to ensure these are converted into healthcare benefi ts for society. 
Our Fellows are the UK’s leading medical scientists from hospitals and 
general practice, academia, industry and the public service.

The Academy seeks to play a pivotal role in determining the future of 
medical science in the UK, and the benefi ts that society will enjoy in years to 
come. We champion the UK’s strengths in medical science, promote careers 
and capacity building, encourage the implementation of new ideas and 
solutions – often through novel partnerships – and help to remove barriers 
to progress. For further information visit http://www.acmedsci.ac.uk
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Chair’s introduction
Matthias von Herrath

La Jolla Institute for Allerg y and Immunolog y, La Jolla, CA 92037, USA

Diabetes is a disease where we still have many gaps in our knowledge. It is a special 
disease because we can’t access the organ very well, especially during the predia-
betic phase in humans. Perhaps by linking animal studies with in vitro studies of 
human cells and then actual human studies we can close some of these gaps during 
this meeting. This pertains to both the basic pathogenesis of the disease as well 
as clinical translations.

There are many areas that are important to me in this fi eld. I want to learn more 
about how the human disease actually comes together. I want to understand the 
kinetics. There are certain things that continue to puzzle me: I don’t understand 
how an immune-mediated disease is sustained for such a long time (in some cases 
the prediabetic phase can last more than seven years). How can it be that cells are 
continuously regenerated to attack islets in this chronic fashion? That a compara-
tively low-grade infl ammatory immunological process can continue like this for 
several years puzzles me.

Understanding these types of kinetics will not only translate into understanding 
the pathogenesis, but also devising an optimal therapy: for example, we do not 
know for how long we would have to stop aggressive cells for in order to circum-
vent recurrence of disease. Does immunosuppressive or immune modulatory 
therapy have to be administered continuously, even if bystander regulation and 
other immunological control mechanisms that can be self-sustained by auto-
antigens are being invoked? Here we should discuss these issues, and others, for 
example with the question of the number of important autoantigens in type 1 dia-
betes: is there just one antigenic ‘driver’pathway? I would also like to see parallels 
made with other diseases, where applicable, and we have therefore invited speakers 
whose main expertise is in multiple scerosis and other autoimmune disorders.

Retrospectively, this conference turned out to be a treat in many respects even 
for those who would consider themselves to be seasoned investigators in the 
pathogenesis of type 1 diabetes. We uncovered crucial ‘forgotten’ human data sets 
that should be revisited and expanded, we learned much more about the human 
aspects of type 1 diabetes pathogenesis which will be important to properly adjust 
current animal models, and we better comprehended crucial therapeutic and 
kinetic issues of the disease.
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Pancreatic pathology in type 1 diabetes 
in human
Alan K. Foulis

Department of Patholog y, Royal Infi rmary, Glasgow G4 OSF, UK

Abstract. In type 1 autoimmune diabetes there is a selective destruction of insulin-
secreting β cells. Around the time of clinical presentation, insulitis, a chronic infl amma-
tory infi ltrate of the islets affecting primarily insulin containing islets, is present in the 
majority of cases. The infl ammatory infi ltrate consists primarily of T lymphocytes; CD8 
cells outnumber CD4 cells, there are fewer B lymphocytes and macrophages are rela-
tively scarce. β cell death may involve the Fas apoptotic pathway since they have been 
shown to express Fas, infi ltrating T lymphocytes express Fas-L and apoptotic β cells 
have been described. Hyperexpression of class I MHC by all the endocrine cells in many 
insulin-containing islets is a well recognized phenomenon, characteristic of the disease. 
It has been argued that this is an earlier event than insulitis within a given islet and 
appears to be due to secretion of interferon α by β cells within that islet. A recent study 
has found evidence of Coxsackie virus infection in β cells in three out of six pancreases 
of patients with recent-onset type 1 diabetes. Coxsackie viruses are known to induce 
interferon α secretion by β cells and this could initiate the sequence of events that cul-
minates in their autoimmune destruction.

2008 Defi ning optimal immunotherapies for type 1 diabetes. Wiley, Chichester (Novartis Foundation 
Symposium 292) p 2–18

There are a number of different ways of obtaining pancreas specimens from 
patients with type 1 diabetes. Historically, the most common source was retro-
spective collections of autopsy pancreases from children who had died around the 
time of clinical diagnosis (Foulis et al 1986, Gepts 1965). The disadvantage of this 
approach was that there was usually a degree of autolysis in the tissues and the 
pancreas would almost certainly have been fi xed in formalin and paraffi n embed-
ded. These factors and the lack of access to peripheral blood of the patient limited 
the range of possible studies on these pancreases.

A radical departure from this historical practice has been the approach of the 
group from Osaka. They performed laparoscopic pancreatic biopsies on patients 
who had been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes in the previous three months. A 
great range of tests has been done on this tissue and the results have been cor-
related with clinical fi ndings. The disadvantage is that the biopsies were small 
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(20–30 mg) leading to a possible sampling problem. Thus the biopsies of three out 
of the fi rst seven patients had no insulin-containing islets (Hanafusa et al 1990). 
While pancreatic biopsy has proven to be safe, no other research group has adopted 
this practice.

Finally, in the last 15 years a number of patients with recent-onset disease 
have died in intensive care units and permission has been given to remove 
organs for transplantation. The pancreas has thus been removed immediately 
after death, there has been no shortage of tissue and a full range of tests could 
be done (Dotta et al 2007).

Insulits

If the pancreas of a patient who has had type 1 diabetes for more than fi ve 
years is studied, the great majority of islets will be seen to be insulin defi cient. 
They consist of a normal number of the other hormone-secreting cells found 
in the islets of the pancreas (pancreatic polypeptide-secreting PP cells, glucagon-
secreting A cells and somatostatin secreting D cells) (Foulis & Stewart 1984). 
There has thus been selective loss of the β cells. If the pancreas is studied at 
or within a year or two of clinical diagnosis, three types of islet are found 
(Gepts 1965, Foulis & Stewart 1984). Firstly, approximately 70% of the islets 
are insulin defi cient (identical to those found in patients with prolonged disease). 
Secondly, there are islets containing β cells that are affected by insulitis (a 
chronic infl ammatory infi ltrate within the islet, Fig. 1) and, thirdly, there are 
insulin-containing islets which appear essentially normal. The fi nding that 18% 

FIG. 1. Insulitis. There is a predominantly lymphocytic infi ltrate in this islet.


